The Redesigned $100 Note
Know Its Features. Know It’s Real.

Enhancements to the redesigned $100 note include two new security features: the 3-D Security Ribbon and the Bell in the Inkwell. Protect yourself — it only takes a few seconds to check the new $100 note and know it’s real.
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1) 3-D Security Ribbon
Tilt the note back and forth while focusing on the blue ribbon. You will see the bells change to 100s as they move. The ribbon is woven into the paper, not printed on it.

2) Bell in the Inkwell
Tilt the note to see the color-shifting bell in the copper inkwell change from copper to green.

It is not necessary to trade in your old-design notes for new ones. All U.S. currency remains legal tender, regardless of when it was issued.

For more information, visit www.newmoney.gov.